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Cdr Debbie Neal, AP
At the helm, January 2015

I				
If attendance is any indication of a party’s success, then this year’s Christmas party was a
				
big success. We had 37 people in attendance. We began the festivities with appetizers at the
				
Rowe residence. Folks mingled, laughed, and ate all the while taking care not to consume too
much so that there would be room for dinner. We were treated to several delicious appetizers prepared by Phyllis Rowe as well
as contributions from guests who brought their appetizer creations. Many thanks to the Rowes for all their hard work in preparation for our gala event. Next, we were off to the Gunn’s house for our scrumptious dinner. We were treated to ham and roast beef
as well as scalloped potatoes. Yum. We even had a vegan option for those non-meat eaters. We so appreciate all the effort by the
Gunns that went into preparing this dinner. Next, it was time for the dessert portion of our progressive dinner at the home of your
Commander. Several people brought some absolutely delicious desserts. We had Doug Dworski and Dick Daybell be our dessert
judges. I am certain that they had a most difficult time deciding which dessert was the most deserving of an award. Then, it was
on to the the famous and hilarious gift exchange where lots of stealing and lots of laughing occurred. Everyone appeared to have
a wonderful time. Again, many thanks to all who participated in helping to make this a memorable Christmas party.

XO Deliberations
P/C Darrell Sausser, SN
January 2015

As usual the Arrowhead progressive Christmas dinner/party was a huge success. As Cdr Debbie mentioned, there were 37 people
enjoying the hospitality of our three hosts. All of us owe a huge debt of gratitude to Arnold and Phyllis Rowe, Mark and Carrie
Gunn, and Debbie Neal, for opening their homes for the Arrowhead event. Even with the conflict of several conflicting parties
of other organizations the same evening, which took away some of our regulars, it was a very good turnout. After 3 years of
progressive parties, it’s likely a good idea to consider other options for 2015.
It appears that nominating chair Bob Holcomb is facing an impossible task - finding bridge members for 2015, especially a commander. Cdr Deb and I both volunteered to assist Bob and between us many phone calls have been made to prospective candidates. To date there has been no one volunteering to run for Commander. In addition, the December LOG had several articles
asking for members to volunteer for a bridge position as well as asking the membership to communicate ideas for the future via
email, via letter to the editor, via telephone. To date there has been not one response from the membership. At this point there
is no proposed slate of officers to present to the membership. . The bylaws state (section 9.3) the membership shall be notified
of the proposed slate of officers 30 days prior to the annual meeting (change of watch). The incoming commander generally
selects a location/time/date of the COW. Without a Cdr nominee, that task hasn’t been done. I would, therefore, assume that the
present bridge should select a date for the COW. I would recommend that the COW be the 2nd Wednesday of February (11th),
at the Elks Lodge in San Bernardino. If that date and location is voted on and approved, the distribution of proposed elective
officers must be emailed to all members no later than Jan 11th. That gives us only 12 days.
I believe that to function as a squadron, the following are the minimum officers needed: Commander, SEO, Treasurer and Secretary. It’s obvious that each officer would have to wear many hats. Some of us have been wearing several squadron hats for many
years. Case in point - after my South Pacific cruise, I took over the LOG in 1998, while serving in various other capacities. There
has been a LOG newsletter every month in all those years to the present.
What are the options should we end up with the minimum officers? Fewer meetings? Fewer activities? LOG bimonthly? Or
possibly dissolving the squadron with all members becoming virtual members or transferring membership to one of the 3 nearby
squadrons on the coast.
I really hate being a handwringing pessimist, but the time has come for some really hard decisions! If you care about maintaining
a viable Squadron to continue with classes, fun activities on the water, great friends and comaradarie, continued civic service contact one of the nomcom members with your ideas. If no response it would be the same as feeling that the mission of the
squadron no longer matters, is desirable, or is needed.

Letters to the Editor - - Here’s where your helpful ideas could be exposed to the light
of day.
				
Darrell Sausser, SN
				
Log Editor, XO, P/C, AO
				
and oher things that come
				
up from time to time. . .

The next Arrowhead dinner/meeting is scheduled for Wednesday January 14th. The program will be Diving in Fiji. Our
own diving Guru - Tony Wiley - takes a group there every year.
Tony will be showing undersea pictures of the area as well as
relating some of his diving adventures.
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Doc Moe is moving
Regretfully, Dr. Gil Moe will be moving to Carlsbad in Jan. He
will be joining a special lady whose name I don’t remember.
His Christmas card mentioned that he will miss very much his
Arrowhead friends, as well as all the District 13 friends made.
I remember fondly the many trips to his Meadview mobile
home that overlooked the Sandy Point launch ramp on Lake
Mead. It was from there that Arrowhead boats went up the
lower grand canyon for about 20 miles, stopping at Columbine falls on the way to Separation Canyon. After camping we
floated downstream in a small raftup while hearing Vivaldi’s
masterwork “The Seasons” reverberating off the canyon walls.
It was a memorable trip, in spite of me being in an 6 ft inflatable
with a small outboard.
Enjoy the coast Gil, such a change from Hemet. His new phone
is: (909)732-1456 .. . we miss your photographic expertise so
much . . .
			
P/C Darrell Sausser, FC
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Along the fo’c’stle
of the good ship
SEO Lt/C Ronnie Mann JN
January 2015 Educational
Department Report
Submitted by
Lt/C Ronnie Mann, JN
Arrowhead is almost half way through the educational year that started 1 July. I have instructors willing to teach Advanced
Piloting, Weather and Sail. If you are interested in taking any of those courses, let me know. We want to meet your boating
educational needs. Is there someone who boats with you and may benefit from one or more of our courses, share our educational
offerings with him/her. Word of mouth is the best form of advertising. I have included a description of the USPS advanced
courses, elective courses, seminars and guides. Do keep them as a resource. Here is what is happening.
One student took the Seamanship test.
Marine Electrical Systems will start on Thursday, January 29, 2015 and continue until
March 26, 2015 at the Izaak Walton Building in Fairmont Park in Riverside. Class is from 7:00 PM to 9:00 PM.
ABC3 will start on Monday, March 2, 2015 for four weeks (March 2, 9, 16, and 23). Class is from 7:00 PM to 9:00 PM. It will
be held at Wiley’s Scuba Locker, 1043 W La Cadena Dr, Riverside, CA 92501.
America’s Boating Course - 3rd Edition is the latest public boating course offered by USPS to the general boating community.
You may be familiar with our prior courses such as The Squadron Boating Course, Boat Smart, the original America’s Boating
Course, or Chart Smart.
America’s Boating Course - 3rd Edition is all new with a completely updated manual, outstanding graphics, and two bonus computer disks. The course manual is divided into five chapters. The first four cover the required topics that all recreational boaters
must know. In addition to the rules of the road, the four chapters cover the various types of boats, required safety equipment,
navigation aids, lights and sounds, anchoring, communications afloat, adverse conditions, water sports safety, trailering, personal
water craft safety, and knots and lines. The fifth chapter provides an introduction to digital charts and GPS waypoint navigation,
a key skill for boating on larger lakes and rivers and coastal waters. This optional fifth chapter provides the background for more
advanced piloting courses.
ABC3 may be taken as a classroom course (find a local course here) or as an interactive, PC-based home study course for people
whose schedule and obligations would make it difficult to attend a classroom course.
Interested in taking a class?
Contact me, Ronnie Mann at 909-223-6976 or email me at gr8thounds@earthlink.net
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Advanced Grade Courses
USPS offers five Advanced Grade courses. They are designed to be taken in sequence because each builds on skills taught in the
previous course.
Seamanship (S)
Building on the basics taught in the public boating course, Seamanship is the recommended first course for both power boaters
and sailors. Students learn practical marlinespike, navigation rules, hull design and performance, responsibilities of the skipper,
boat care, operating a boat under normal and abnormal conditions, what to do in various emergencies and weather conditions,
nautical customs and common courtesy on the water. This course provides a needed introduction to the USPS Educational Program and a strong foundation for students going on to other Advanced Grades courses and/or Cruise Planning or Sail.
Piloting (P)
Piloting is the first of the advanced navigational classes focusing on techniques for piloting a boat in coastal and inland conditions.
The course emphasizes planning and checking along with the use of GPS for determining position, and introduces digital charting
along with traditional charting, compass and dead reckoning skills. Plotting, labeling, use of the compass, aids to navigation and
a host of related topics are included in this all-new approach to coastal and inland piloting.
Advanced Piloting (AP)
Advanced Piloting is the final part of the inland and coastal navigation series. This material continues to build on the base developed in Piloting, and includes practical use of additional electronic navigation systems and other advanced techniques for finding
position. Among topics covered are: finding position using bearings and angles, collision avoidance using GPS and RADAR,
what to do when the electronics fail, tides, currents and wind and their effect on piloting, and electronic navigation with GPS,
chart plotters, RADAR, autopilots, etc. Application of course lectures takes place through practical in-class and at-home exercises.
Junior Navigation (JN)
Junior Navigation is the first of a two-part program of study in offshore (open coast) navigation. It is designed as a practical,
how-to course using GPS for offshore navigation with sun sight taking using a sextant as a backup technique. The more advanced
techniques for other celestial bodies and sights are for study in the subsequent Navigation Course. JN subject matter includes:
basic concepts of celestial navigation; how to use the mariner’s sextant to take sights of the sun; the importance and techniques of
accurate time determination; use of the Nautical Almanac; how to reduce sights to establish lines of position (LOPs); and the use
of GPS, special charts, plotting sheets and other navigational data for offshore positioning and passage planning.
Navigation (N)
This is the second part of the study of offshore navigation. It further develops the student’s skills and understanding of celestial
theory. The student is introduced to additional sight reduction techniques for bodies other than the sun. The student develops
greater skill and precision in sight taking, positioning and the orderly methods of carrying on the day’s work of a navigator at sea.
Of particular interest and importance is the navigation software that is explained and used in practices for planning and navigating
in the offshore environment with the included software. Offshore navigation using minimal data and/or equipment, such as when
on a disabled vessel or lifeboat is also studied.
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A PLAN SUFFERS FROM MISCOMMUNICATIONS
This story will no doubt get some nods from many of my readers. In short; what he said was what she heard.
A few weeks ago, as reported in the Coast Guard News, a boat owner took some friends on a day trip to do some fishing off the
California coast near Catalina Island. He allegedly told his wife they would be home late on Saturday night. When her husband
did not return as scheduled, she attempted to contact them by phone without success.
She then contacted Coast Guard Sector Los Angeles-Long Beach at 2251 that she was concerned her husband had not returned
to port as expected. The Coast Guard began a search for the missing boaters. Assets included two helicopters, one cutter, various
smaller surface craft and radio broadcasts.
At 0800 the following morning one of the passengers aboard the fishing boat contacted the Coast Guard Command Center and
stated they had been moored up in Avalon Harbor. Their plan was to return Sunday afternoon. He was shocked to learn the Coast
Guard had been looking for them.
None of the fishermen were checking their cell phones nor was anyone monitoring the VHF radio.
“This case is a perfect illustration of how important it is to not only have a voyage plan prior to departure, but to effectively relay
that plan to someone ashore. A simple miscommunication led to a large scale search and rescue effort involving numerous agencies, personnel, and assets,” said Petty Officer 2nd Class Kyle Kelsey, a Command Center watch stander.
A FLOAT PLAN (or voyage plan) is a great way to keep your friends and family informed when you travel away from your
home port or to a nearby destination. A float plan tells where you are going, the route you will take, boat description and contact
information. It also tells when you plan to return and who to contact in the event you are overdue. Make sure you give the float
plan to someone who will notify the authorities in the event you don’t return or arrive at your planned destination. In most cases
the U.S. Coast Guard would be notified.
Making a float plan can be as simple as just telling a responsible friend or family member where you’re going and when you plan
on returning. Or you can make it more elaborate with as much information as possible about you, your passengers, details about
the boat and of course the planned trip.
Your United States Power Squadrons® course books contain model float plans that can be modified for your use. They are also
found in two web sites: www.floatplancentral.org, which is sponsored by the Coast Guard Auxiliary Association, and www.boatingsafety.com which is sponsored by the Sea Tow Foundation for Boating Safety.
Please remember to cancel the float plan or check in with the holder of your plan when you return.
To learn confident and safe boating contact your local unit of the United States Power Squadrons® or the national website at
www.USPS.org.
USPS members always send the invitation: “Come for the Boating Education...Stay for the Friends.”
						
Be safe out there and I’ll see you on the water.

SKIPPER BOB’S FAMOUS (ALMOST) CUISINE
SINCE HAVING HEART SURGERY TWICE Ex president
Bill Clinton has turned VEGAN, no more big mac’s, barbecued back ribs or catfish fried in cornmeal.
This is supposedly his favorite dish, and I can see why. Even
people who don’t like cauliflower will love this one.
OVEN ROASTED CAULIFLOWER
YOU WILL NEED:
¼ TH CUP SOFT BUTTER
1 TABLESPOON CHOPPED FRESH DILL
1 CLOVE GARLIC MINCED (Skipper Bob cheats on this one
and buys pre minced at cosco) please don’t tell anyone!
1 TEASPOON GRATED LEMON ZEST.
½ TEASPOON GROUND CUMIN
¼ TEASPOON SALT
¼ TEASPOON GROUND BLACK PEPPER
1 LARGE HEAD OF CAULIFLOWER
Preheat oven to 350 degrees
Mix butter, dill, garlic,lemon zest, cumin, salt and pepper in a
bowl.
Cut the cauliflower stem flush so the head will stand upright in
a casserole dish
Spread butter mixture evenly over the head of cauliflower.
Place in casserole dish and cover loosely with foil
Roast in preheated oven until tender and cooked thru, about 1
¼ hours
Transfer to platter and spoon any liquid in casserole dish over
the cauliflower
			
Enjoy
				
P/C Bob Holcomb

Photos by Barbara Sausser.
Scenes from the progressive Christmas Party, December 5th,
2014
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- - - HELP - - The nomcom needs candidates for election
to the 2015 bridge!
From the Chairman Nominating Committee
Bob Holcomb
H) 909-463-0498
C) 626 337-1177
email: rholcomb@aol.com
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SAFETY ON THE WATER
Arnold Rowe, AP, Safety Officer & Webmaster

RULES OF THE ROAD: COLD WATER DANGERS
Well, I must admit that even our winter months in South West Florida have their highs and lows: temperatures that is. My next
door neighbors, from Montreal, report wind chills that are unbelievably cold. Ok, better fire up the hot tub again. Water can be
cold at times, wherever we live.
It is important to understand what happens to your body in cold water. Water removes heat from a body twenty-five times faster
than cold air and most of the heat loss is through the head. Swimming or other activity in the water increases the heat loss though
your limbs and extremities. Two factors of concern are: shock and hypothermia.
Cold shock is the body’s reaction to the cold water. During cold-weather, all persons on board should wear life jackets. Cold
shock from falling into cold water can trigger an involuntary gasping reflex that will cause you to inhale water through your
mouth. Without a life jacket, a person can drown without ever coming back to the surface. Wearing your life jacket will increase
the likelihood of survival.
Hypothermia is the physical condition of decreased body temperature. This condition develops more slowly and you may not be
immediately aware of the symptoms which include: shivering, uncontrolled rapid breathing, loss of consciousness, muscle rigidity and loss of voluntary motor function- physical helplessness. Survival figures show that an adult dressed in average clothing
may remain conscious for one hour in water at 40ºF, and perhaps as long as 2 - 3 hours in 50ºF water. A life jacket is the perfect
answer: it helps insulate against heat loss and helps keep you afloat. When you wear a life jacket, draw knees up into a H.E.L.P.
(Heat Escape Lessening Position). If several persons are in the water, huddle together so you can conserve heat.
Treatment for hypothermia, involves getting the victim out of the cold environment as quickly as possible, removing all wet clothing and placing the person into a warm sleeping bag. Try to keep him/her awake, and do not give alcohol or vigorous massage.
Giving the person warm drinks or food is not a good idea either. They don’t help re-warm the person and they can pose a choking
hazard. Transport the victim to a hospital as soon as possible.
Every year we read and hear about the ‘experienced boaters’ that die in cold weather boating accidents. Many of those deceased
mariners were not wearing a life jacket. File a float plan. Never go out alone. Check the weather before leaving home. While
on the boat keep an eye on the weather and know when to head for home.
To learn confident and safe boating contact your local unit of the United States Power Squadrons® or the national website at
www.USPS.org.				
USPS members always send the invitation:
						
“Come for the Boating Education...Stay for the Friends.”
							
Be safe out there and I’ll see you on the water
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Winter Cruising the Arrowhead way - - It hardly seems possible that our Seventh Annual Weather
Permitting Cruise to Avalon is nearly here. We are all set
for Martin Luther King weekend, January 16-19, 2015.
We have been very lucky with the weather for the past
several years. Avalon in January is amazing. If you are
not able to bring your boat over, plan to book passage on
the Catalina Express and come over so you can participate
in the activities. Saturday we are planning for our fourth
annual Road Rally event. We have contacted the rental
car company, and the rates are the same as last year $40
per hour for 4-person and $60 per hour for six people. KV
Patankhar and his team won the rally last year, but I think
there will be some stiff competition.
It is extremely important that I know who will attend so
we can make reservations and communicate last minute
details, and especially be alert about last-minute weather.
Please e-mail me at wendynrick@ earthlink.net or call
760-408-7322. We want to be sure we have everyone’s
cell number handy. If you are planning on taking the
Express, we want to know so that we can include you in
all of the communication.
Please plan on coming if you can!
Wendy Sherwood
I regret that Carrie Gunn has had to resign the LBP host position, due to working two jobs.
Over the years the Log Bending Party has been a delightful
way to prepare the LOG for mailing, enjoy a potluck meal, and
enjoy lots of comaraderie with fellow Arrowheads. It is imperative that an LBP host know that you will attend, the host will
inform you what dish you should bring. The host will specify
day and time for the LBP.
			
XO Darrell Sausser
Jan 3, 2015
Host:Wanda Turner Call her: 951-640-6310
Jan 31		
Host: Carolyn Lebo (tentative)
Feb 28		
Host: your name here
Mar 28		
Host: your name here

Meetings are on Wednesday
evening:
Note:The next dinner/
meeting is scheduled for
January 14th.
Dinner reservations for the Elks
Lodge are required.
They should be in by the prior
Monday,January 12th.
Please contact either Commander
Debbie Neal, or
John “Pat” Rogers,
by phone or email to make
your reservation.
For Cdr Neal, call
951-990-1816, or email
bicycledebbie@gmail.com
For Pat Rogers, call
(H) 909-867-6361,
(C) 909-677-6134,
or email
patrogers906@aol.com
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Jan 3		

2015 - - - - - COMING EVENTS - - - - - 2015

Jan 14		

Log Bending Party for January LOG 				

Wanda Turner

Arrowhead SPS 5:00 pm bridge meeting/, 6:30 pm dinner/meeting, Elks Lodge, San Bernardino

		

Program: Diving in Fiji, by Tony Wiley			

Cdr Debbie Neal

951-990-2176

P/C Wendy Sherwood

760-346-4697

Jan 16-18

Annual (weather permitting) Avalon, Catalina, cruise. 		

Jan 20		
Jan 29		
Jan 31		
---------Feb 		

Copy deadline for Feb LOG					
X/O Darrell Sausser
Marine Electrical Systems begins. Isaac Walton Bldg, Fairmount Park, Riverside
Log Bending Party for Feb LOG		
Host: Caroline/Steve Lebo (tentative)

Feb 20		

Copy deadline for March 2015 LOG				

Feb 28		

Log Bending Party for March LOG

951-780-2694

Change of Watch TBA Location TBA Time TBA
P/C Darrell Sausser

951-780-2694

Host: ?

---------March 2

ABC class begins, 4 sessiions weekly, Wileys Scuba Locker, 1043 La Cadena Dr., Riverside

			
March 20

more info from Squadron Education Officer, Ronnie Mann

Copy deadline for Feb LOG					

909-223-6976

X/O Darrell Sausser

For boating education and boating fun,
be sure to check out \www.arrowheadsquadron.org

951-780-2694

